Market Report Peanuts
Our view on the current market
March - 2022

Highlights

Brazil cannot move their goods to Russia anymore, where will
they go to and what kind of impact will it have on the world wide
peanut market?
Will Argentina remain steady at their current prices or shift
last minute before arrival of their new crop?
How can the USA peanuts for Eastern-European ports still arrive
at their original destination now that these ports are pretty
much hardly bookable?
Can China go back to their normal transit days (30-35 days for
Europe) since the current transit days (50-70 days) seem
unbearable?
With the decent (exportable) crop from South-Africa, can they
keep up with their exclusive prices?

Brazil

Brazil has been shipping their new 2022 crop as per this month.
Quality looks good and they could have 15-20% more compared to
last year. Unfortunately, with the war in Russia/Ukraine their
position in the market has changed 360degrees. Brazil exports
over 50% to these countries and because of this ban they have
many containers afloat and in several European ports that are
blocked.
Their main concern now is how to get these containers moved
and what to do with all the volumes that they have sold to
Russia/Ukraine. They will either have to be moved towards the
bird feed market (due to Russia/Ukraine having more flexibility
when it comes to aflatoxin) or be extra processed in order to meet
EU edible quality standards.
Prices have dropped significantly from Brazil for both edible and
bird feed market. This is combination with the lack of small sizes
like 60/70, so the bird feed market should be open to receive
bigger size kernels. Obviously, the European buyer expects that
the remaining origins should lower their prices as well but for
now we do not see this major shift happening any time soon.
On a very recent note, there are rumors about an agreement
between China and Brazil, which could state that China can
import Brazilian peanuts. With this info the Brazilians have
changed their position 180degrees. They are off the market for
birdfeed peanuts and have increased their prices again with USD
75-100 /mt.

Argentina

The past couple of months Argentina had some dry weather,
much rain was needed for certain areas in particular. Most
probably, those that have planted in the dry areas will face some
issues. For now the crop looks OK, but we still have 1-3 months
before harvesting, depending on the sheller. We noticed that
demand for Argentinian peanuts is low, buyers prefer to wait or
are already covered with other origins.
There are still some offers for current crop left but these are the
5-10% left overs which usually have off parameters, like grade B,
higher FFA, etc. For now, shippers are OK with their sales and do
not find it necessary to push new crop sales.

USA
This market has been quite stable in the past half year, not too
many price fluctuations. Compared to 2020, an increase of 16,5% is
expected for this origin. These peanuts must go somewhere, so
we feel that this market could come down a notch. There are 2
main issues though now, 1st is the supply of the Jumbo sizes and
2nd is the shipment to easter Europe. Booking are being
cancelled or vessels are being rolled over, causing a delay of 1 to 2
months.

China

Past 1-2 months have showed some decrease in peanut prices,
which we noticed because of the FOB prices. However, with high
freights the CIF prices remain at firm levels. 2 weeks ago the
kernel prices also showed an increased due to sudden demand of
the oil crushers. In general, there is a weak demand from EU for
Chinese peanuts.

South-Africa
We are receiving optimistic news from this origin. The crop is
growing under good conditions and the yields are looking good.
There was some misunderstanding about the crop estimates.
Initial plantings were at 37.000 Ha, than 34.000 Ha and now they
are quite optimistic with 44.900 Ha. Basically South Africa has
their export-hat on again. Another factor that impact this the
rules of South Africa on importing peanuts. Recent news is that
South-Africa has this new rule of requesting a smut certificate
from Brazilian shippers. So when importing from Argentina they
can only import blanched peanuts and from Brazil an additional
smut certificate must be received.
However, question now is can South Africa keep their prices at
such high levels for there 50/60, 60/70 and 70/80? Quality wise
they are totally not comparable with the much cheaper Argentina
and Brazil runner type. They come the closest to Chinese Hsuji
(which much shorter transit time to Europe as a benefit) and
Indian Bold types (with no risk on aflatoxin as a benefit).

Aldebaran’s advice

Be careful with extreme cheap offers, especially from Brazil.
Most likely this supply will be delayed or defaulted on, once
new developments occur like for example with China (see
above).
We hope that the war in Russia/Ukraine ends very soon, but
even if this would happen any time soon, the impact of this
will be felt for at least another half year to 1 year.
Logistical challenges will remain at high levels, basically
shipments to all non-EMP ports will be a challenge, a lot will
have to go through Rotterdam which means even more
pressure on this port.
Inland charges like warehouse costs and diesel charges are
going up as well. Those that have bought on DDP basis might
experience some delay in their deliveries (and if you have
bought from untrustworthy suppliers, do not be surprised if
they will default on this condition).
We think that both edible and birdfeed market has reached it
bottom, at least for the upcoming months. If you still have to
cover, do it now.
Lately we have seen a huge demand for splits and whole
blanched, it seems that this market is getting empty (due to
delay from origin). This delay will act for another few months.
Something to watch carefully is the sunflower market. Due to
lack of material and extreme huge demand for sunflower, the
request for peanut as a replacement product might shift the
market as well. This would be for supply for this year, but it
could also affect the % plantings of peanuts vs sunflower.

Spot Goods

Spot
18 BB/22,5mt of Argentine 60/70 crop 2021
20 BB/25mt of Argentine 80/100 crop 2021
212 bags/4,24 mt of Argentine roasted diced 2-4 mm crop 2021
496 bags/12,4mt of Chinese 25/29 blanched crop 2020
780 bags/19,5mt of Chinese 25/29 blanched crop 2021
20 big bags/25mt of Indian Java 60/70 for bird feeding crop 2021
720 bags/18mt of South African Common Natal 50/60 crop 2021
720 bags/18mt of South African Common Natal 60/70 crop 2021
500 bags/12,5mt of South African Common Natal 80/100 crop 2021
Afloat
20 BB/25mt of Argentine 70/100 crop 2021
20 BB/25mt of Argentine splits blanched crop 2021
40 BB/50mt of Brazilian splits blanched for bird feeding crop 2021
780 bags/19,5 mt of Chinese 24/28 crop 2021
780 bags/19,5mt of Chinese 25/29 blanched crop 2021
720 bags/18mt of South African Common Natal 80/100 crop 2021
40 BB/40mt of USA Medium runner crop 2021
40 BB/40mt of USA medium runner for bird feeding crop 2021
40 BB/40mt of USA Runner splits crop 2021
Forward
Brazilian 40/50, 50/60, 60/70 for bird feeding
Brazilian splits raw for bird feeding
Brazilian splits blanched for bird feeding
Brazilian splits blanched
USA runner splits for bird feeding
USA Medium runner
USA Virginia XL blanched
South African Common Natal 70/80

By all means, if you have any spot or afloat goods to sell yourself,
kindly let us know. Usually we can always find a new home for
these.
Should you have
trade@aldebaran.nl.
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